
SYAMA PRASAD MOOKERJEE PORT, KOLKATA 
HALDIA DOCK COMPLEX 

 
E-Tender No. : KoPT/Haldia Dock Complex/Admn. Div/2/20-21/ET/3 
 
Ref.: Tender No. : AD/E/T/Land /Railway Siding/LPG/2020 
 
Sub: Request For Qualification (Techno-Commercial Qualification) for allotment of SMP 

land at Haldia Dock Complex on lease for 30 years for setting up of a rail wagon loading 
gantry for LPG on Common User Basis through tender-cum-auction. 

 
Reply to pre-bid queries –VI 

 

Sl. 
No. 

Reference query Reply of HDC, SMP to the 
Query 

I II IV 

1. The layout was revised on 14th Jan 2021 with a different 
operational philosophy than earlier planned. This operation 
philosophy is also different from the EOI we had earlier 
submitted which was basis double spur model. We have 
carried out our feasibility study basis double spur for larger 
land parcel which now needs significant revision and study 
basis the new details. To ensure a fair bidding process is 
met, we have to revise our study significantly without which 
feasibility cannot be completely determined. This is even 
more difficult with the constraints in travelling for our 
Mumbai-based Project team due to Covid-19 precautions 
we have been advised, a point which we hope the Port will 
appreciate. 
 
We reiterate our request for extension of date (atleast till 
15th Mar 2021). In absence of such an extension, we shall 
not be in a position to provide you with the bid. We once 
again hope the Port will appreciate the above points as this 
is a very high value project and requires a detailed 
deliberation when such changes are made. 
 

Matter has been reviewed. 
Request has been 
considered by the 
Competent Authority of 
HDC/SMP, Kolkata. 
 
In this regard, please refer 
to the Corrigendum/ 
Addendum- VI. 

2. We request you to kindly reconsider the last date of closing 
of online e-tender vide Tender No: AD/E/T/Land /Railway 
Siding/LPG/2020 for submission of RFQ as further 
developments and evaluation on our part is under process 
and grant an extension of 12 days from the present closure 
date of submission of RFQ. 

 

 


